
WAKING THE 

SLEEPING GIANT 
 

As 1941 began, President Roosevelt recommended 

a new plan to bring aid to those fighting Nazi 

aggression. The “Lend-Lease” program was FDRs 

idea to bring help despite the United States’ 

current isolationist policies. It would take a few 

months for this plan to be passed. 

 

As February 

arrived, battles in North Africa began to heat up as 

British forces arrived to deal with their German and 

Italian foes. The deserts of North Africa would become 

the second theater of war. 

 

March saw a continued push by the British to help areas 

occupied by the Germans. British forces arrived in 

Greece to help fight back, as well as toppling a pro-Axis 

government in Yugoslavia. At the same time, the United 

States was planning on 

expanding their aid to Europe when President Roosevelt signed 

the Lend-Lease Act. This allowed the US to sell or lend war 

materials to “any country whose defense the president deems 

vital to the defense of the United States.” The United States 

insisted they would not be drawn into war but would become the 

“arsenal of democracy” supplying arms to those who fought for 

freedom. 

 

In April, the Nazis began to take back Axis areas the British were 

actively helping in by invading both Greece and Yugoslavia. Both 

would surrender to Hitler before the end of the month. And with 

great speed, Britain received the first “Lend-Lease” aid shipments 
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of food from the US. By December, millions of tons of food will be shipped to Britain from the 

United States. 

 

In May, Britain began Operation Brevity, a counter attack in Egypt. The British also helped to 

stop a pro-Axis government in Iraq from gaining power. The Blitz, German bombings of 

England, will also end as Hitler shifted his attention to Operation Barbarossa. 

 

June 1941 saw great change for Europe. A pro-Allies government was set up in Iraq. Plus, 

British and “Free French” forces took over Syria and Lebanon in an effort to keep these out of 

German hands. The United States also froze German and Italian assets in the America in the 

hopes of derailing their war effort. 

 

June also saw the end of an alliance. Operation Barbarossa 

began as Hitler nullified the Nazi-Soviet Pact and invaded 

the Soviet Union. Hitler saw vast amounts of raw materials 

in the USSR and wanted to take out his enemy, Stalin and 

Communism. Immediately following the invasion, FDR 

pledged aid to the USSR. As part of the campaign against 

the Soviet Union, the Nazis began mass murder of both 

major and minor Soviet officials, as well as Soviet Jews. 

 

In the face of invasion, Stalin ordered a scorched-earth policy to be used against Germany in 

July. As Germany pushed farther into the Soviet Union they also invaded the Ukraine. As Hitler 

became more confident in his hold 

over Europe, Germany began 

preparation to carry out his Final 

Solution.  

 

But across the world, another foe 

was gaining power by taking land. 

Japan continued their aggressive 

foreign policy, as well. In an effort 

to get Japan to stop, the United 

States and Roosevelt froze 

Japanese assets in the US and 

suspends relations between the 

two. 
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As 1941 progressed, the United States found 

themselves being drawn more into the war. In 

August, they announced an oil embargo against 

all aggressors in the war. Roosevelt also met 

secretly with Churchill. From these meetings, the 

Atlantic Charter was issued which set goals for 

the war, including ending Nazi tyranny. This 

would later serve as the foundation for the 

United Nations. Also in August, Germany began 

the Siege of Leningrad in their quest to take over 

all of Soviet Russia. 

 

Relations between the United States and the Axis 

Powers was becoming tenser as September 

began. President Roosevelt even ordered all German and Italian ships spotted in US waters to 

be attacked immediately. This was a terrible month for European Jews. Jews throughout 

Europe were now the target of Germans carrying out Hitler’s Final Solution. At the beginning 

of the month Jews were ordered to wear yellow stars to separate them further from others. 

The first experiments with gas chambers began at Auschwitz, as well. And finally, over 30,000 

Jews were murdered by Nazis in a larger killing of individuals outside Kiev. Overall, 50,000 

Soviets would lose their lives in the massacre. 

 

By October, Germany was actively trying to provoke the United States in to war. German U-

boats attacked multiple American ships in the Atlantic. At the same time, Germany continued 

their assault on the Soviet Union, 

pushing farther into their territory. 

 

December was the final crescendo. 

Germany halted their attack on Moscow, 

while the Soviet Union launched a 

massive counter-attack against the 

Germans. On December 7, 1941, Pearl 

Harbor was attacked by the Japanese. A 

day later, on December 8th, both the 

United States and Britain declared war 

on Japan. Just a few days later, on 

December 11th, Germany and Italy 

declared war on the United States (Japan 

was Germany and Italy’s ally according 

to the Tripartite Pact). This led to the US 

declaring war on both Germany and Italy. On the 19th, Hitler would take complete control of 

the German Army. The war just got a whole lot bigger as Japan “awoke the sleeping giant.” 
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